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Introduction from our Chairman
Welcome to the latest edition of the Researching FEPOW 
History Group newsletter, the fi rst to be edited by Midge 
Gillies who has taken over the onerous responsibility 
from Julie Summers. Thank you, Midge.

This edition is packed with articles, book reviews and 
information which we hope will be of interest to readers.

You will also fi nd details of our 4th International 
Conference. 70 Years On: FEPOW History Explored 
will take place on 8-9 September 2012. There are some 
signifi cant changes to the planning of the next conference 
as the National Memorial Arboreteum will not be available 
to us as a venue. However, we hope we have come up with 
a very good alternative, almost on the doorstep, and visits 
to the NMA will still be possible. Do register your interest 

early as we intend to launch it offi cially to the general 
public this September. 

Keep a close watch on our website for additional 
information about the conference in the months to come 
and more news.

And lastly, we pay tribute to FEPOWs who have died 
and who during their last years made such a signifi cant 
contribution to our conferences. To all FEPOW, past and 
present, we acknowledge a debt of gratitude for the way 
in which you have shared with all of us.

Meg Parkes, Chairman

News in Brief
FEPOW Bamboo Garden, Ness Botanical 
Gardens, South Wirral

The Ness Botanical Gardens are now open. With 
accompanying audio trail, this FEPOW tribute garden is 
free to visit as it is part of the Visitor Centre at Ness. It has 
come to life as a result of a collaboration between Ness 
Gardens, the Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine and 
Pensby High School for Girls.

Captive Memories website

www.captivememories.org.uk is home to the Liverpool 
School of Tropical Medicine’s FEPOW oral history project 
and Heritage Lottery Fund’s FEPOW Education Project. 
It features audio recordings of 62 FEPOW and has taken 
more than three years to complete. These fascinating oral 
histories are now available to explore online.

Merle Hesp with Pensby High School girls, Lizzie (left) 
and Zoe, both aged 12. (photo credit: Liverpool Echo)



FEPOW Memorials on the Internet
Amanda Jones and her partner, Dave, are using the  
latest internet technology to create an international 
database of memorials to Far East Prisoners of War. 
Amanda, who is a key member of the COFEPOW 
community, is researching her grandfather’s time as 
a POW when he  was held in River Valley Road, Nong 
Pladok IV, Nakom Pathom and worked on the Mergui 
Road after the Burma-Thai Railway.

They describe “Waymarking” as a sort of “online Yellow 
Pages” in which users can record the exact location of 
places in different categories. Amanda and Dave were 
originally interested in areas such as toll houses, holy 
wells and pictorial village signs but soon realised that 
“Waymarking” could be a good way of commemorating 
the experience of prisoners of war.

They have set up a separate category - Remembering 
FEPOW - to “Waymark” memorials, graves, sources of 
information and places in the Far East. So far there are 
around 50 items on this site. Each one includes photos, 
an exact grid reference and map, details of the place and 
its connection to FEPOW history. The National Memorial 
Arboretum, with its many forms of remembrance, 
features heavily but there are also memorials from 
America, Australia and New Zealand. A statue in Anzac 
Square, Brisbane, for example, shows a wounded soldier 
on the Kokoda Trail in New Guinea and three plaques on 
a pylon of the State Street Bridge over the Chicago River 

commemorates the fall of Bataan and Chicago veterans 
who fought there. 

The site also highlights new and less known memorials 
in the UK such as the COFEPOW tree in Elstow Abbey, 
Bedford and the simple memorial bench on the road into 
Thornhaugh village in Cambridgeshire. There are details 
of museums including the Forgotten War exhibition at 
the Land Warfare building in the Imperial War Museum 
at Duxford.

“Remembering FEPOW” is easy to access at: 
http://www.waymarking.com/cat/details.
aspx?f=1&guid=a615dc27-f860-49e9-b721-
9b048c936d5b&exp=True

FEPOW Memorial, Filby, Norfolk 

Unveiling of the Liverpool Pier Head 
Repatriation Memorial

After a successful appeal and many generous donations 
the Liverpool Pier Head Repatriation memorial is to be 
unveiled following a Service of Dedication on Saturday 
15 October 2011 at 11am on the waterfront on Liverpool 
Pier Head.

The plaque will be situated alongside other Second World 
War maritime memorials on a raised stone structure 
facing the River Mersey, near to the newly-opened 
Liverpool Museum.

No tickets are required and the service is open to all. 
However, in order to gauge numbers we would be grateful 
if you could contact us if you are planning to attend. 

E-mail: sarah@researchingfepowhistory.org.uk 
Mail:  Mike Parkes, 34 Queens Road, Hoylake,   
 Wirral CH47 2AJ

Conference 2012 Launch
70 Years On... FEPOW History Explored

The 4th International RFH Conference will take place on 
8-9 September 2012. 

It is anticipated there will be speakers (as well as delegates) 
from Australia, the USA, Canada and The Netherlands.

Registration details are on the website: 
www.researchingfepowhistory.org.uk and places will 
be allocated on a fi rst-come, fi rst-served, basis. 

For more information contact Sarah at:
sarah@researchingfepowhistory.org.uk 

Full details for both of these events will be on our 
website by mid August.  



The Show Must Go On
Sears Eldredge

Nong Pladuk Relocation Camp

December 1943 –

When Lt.Colonel Toosey and his troops arrived in Nong 
Pladuk from Tamarkan on 11 December 1943, they found 
that there were actually two camps at the site: “The 
ground layout was P.O.W. No.1 contiguous with the Rly. 
Sidings and W/shops, P.O.W. No.2 contiguous with the 
A.A. (Anti-Aircraft) position.”  British, Australian and 
American POWs, were billeted in Camp No.1 where Sgt.
Watanabe was the I.J.A. NCO Administrator;  Netherlands 
East Indies’ POWs were placed in Camp No.2 with Sgt.
Major Saito in charge.  Communication between the two 
camps was strictly forbidden.

Nong Pladuk, situated just east of the Transit Camp at 
Ban Pong, had been the starting point for the Thai end of 
the Burma-Thai Railway.  It was located in former paddy 
fi elds and banana plantations alongside the Bangkok-
Malaya Railway line, at the junction where the new line to 
Burma was built.  It functioned as the Supply Depot and 
Marshalling Yard for the railway and was also the site of 
the Hashimoto Engineering Workshops, a maintenance 
facility – all of which made it a prime military target for 
Allied bombing raids.  Its new designation as a Relocation 
Camp would not affect its mission.  As in other places, the 
Japanese refused to do anything to identify the site as a 
POW camp that might protect it from these attacks.

Col. Toosey’s arrival coincided with that of Major Ebiko as 
the new I.J.A. Group Commandant for Group VI.  Toosey 
called Ebiko, “the most sincere and tolerant Gp.Cmd. 
in Thailand”.  Under Ebiko, life in Nong Pladuk quickly 
became less restrictive, and through the intercession of 
Sgt.Watanabe, the POW entertainers in Camp No.1 were 
allowed to build a theatre and produce weekly shows. 

Prior to this point, entertainment in Nong Pladuk had 
taken place only sporadically at best.  One notable 

example was a 1942 Christmas show during which 
“Ace” Connolly and his “Kings of Swing” Orchestra had 
performed at one end of a Japanese hut, nicknamed “the 
Old Grotto”.  (Connolly, a trumpeter, and his Orchestra 
had been part of “The P.O.W. Wows” Concert Party in 
Changi POW Camp).  During the closing moments of 
the show, the audience resisted their status as POWs by 
demanding the singing of “God Save the King”, forbidden 
by the Japanese.  “Two thousand lusty voices took up 
spontaneously”, reports G.F. Kershaw, “despite the 
screamed obscenities of our Japanese audience.  The 
louder they yelled the louder we sang.  Rifl e butts, feet 
and fi sts were generously used by the Imperial Japanese 
Army, but we sang it through fortissimo to the last word. 
Wonderful”.

But as Kershaw had to admit, their outburst “rather 
prejudiced a possible repeat” of the concert, and it 
must have been a while before any other entertainment 
was permitted as well.  But during 1943 the fl edgling 
concert party continued to attract other performers and 
production staff.  Norman Pritchard, who had been a 
Stage Manager for several of “The Optimists” Concert 
Party shows in Changi, had been in Nong Pladuk since 
late 1942.  By early June 1943, a group of entertainers 
known as “The Rancho Players”, led by the former Keppel 
Harbour Concert Party producer, Lt. John D.V Allum, 
had persuaded the POW Commandant to release them 
from further work on the railway so they could join the 
concert party.  (At the end of May, they had passed though 
Chungkai Hospital Camp and put on a show.)

Although there must have been some occasions when 
concert parties were permitted during the intervening 
months, there are no further records of entertainment 
in Nong Pladuk until December.  Now that they had 
been given permission to build a theatre and produce 
shows, the entertainers immediately started planning a 
pantomime for their Christmas celebrations. 

We know little about this fi rst theatre at Nong Pladuk, 

You can also add a memorial or “Waymark” yourself. You 
will need basic information such as the type of memorial, 
a close-up shot and a photo of the memorial from a 
distance and the site’s co-ordinates. You should be able 
to fi nd these from a hand-held Global Positioning System 
(GPS) device such as a Satnav, smart phone or Google 
Earth. 

It’s free to add a new memorial but you will need to 

create a username and password to sign in as a member 
at http://www.waymarking.com/

If this seems a little daunting Amanda and Dave have 
kindly offered to help by submitting a new memorial 
under a group name such as Researching FEPOW 
History. They can be contacted at: 
mand.wombat@btinternet.com



but it appears that it was a raised platform stage with a 
proscenium arched stagehouse enclosed along the sides 
and back.  Because all the shows had to be performed 
during daylight hours due to the fear of Allied bombing 
raids, the theatre may have lacked a roof – like the fi rst 
theatre at Chungkai.  Afternoon performances given 
in the blazing afternoon sun might deter some POWs 
from attending, but the shows would never lack for an 
appreciative audience.

A CHRISTMAS PANTO

The pantomime chosen for their Christmas entertainment 
was the old favourite, Cinderella, selected because of its 
metaphorical implications that spoke to the plight and 
the hope of the POWs.  It was written and produced, this 
time, by Lt. Allum.

William Wilder, who 
produced this souvenir 
program for the panto, 
was an artist like Jack 
Chalker and others who 
set out to document 
the lives of the POWs.  
Besides his sketches 
of life on the railway 
and in Nong Pladuk, 
he produced souvenir 
programs for sale to 
the audiences and cast 
members.  His program 
cover for Cinderella 
shows the Prince bowing 
to Cinderella below the pantomime’s title.  Above the title 
is the name of their new POW theatre, “The Prince of 
Wales” – its bold white lettering lit up against a dark pink 
background.  But as S.Dawson explained, their attempt 
to use this same name on the proscenium arch of their 
new theatre, failed: “we called [it the] Prince Of Wales 
Theatre hoping that the initial letters, which we made as 
prominent and conspicuous as possible, would be read 
by aircraft as Prisoner of War Thailand.  But an artful 
Japanese offi cer, who spoke English, saw the signifi cance 
of this and made us take the name down.”  

The playbill for Cinderella reveals a large cast of twenty-
three players, including fi ve offi cers, plus musicians and 
production staff.  Dance routines were choreographed 
by Ben Diamond, Sgt. Phil Hutt was responsible for the 
costumes, and a crew of eight technicians, including a 
Sgt. Harrison, produced the props.  “Ace” Connolly and 
Bob Gale are credited with the music for the pantomime, 
which was played by the “Kings of Swing” Orchestra, 
although the “orchestra” at this point, only consisted of 

four musicians (including saxophonist, Gale).

Though sick in hospital, Gale wrote original songs for 
the show, one of which, “She Told Me”, had a chorus that 
went,

     Oh she told me the day that I sailed away,
     That she would never go astray, she told me.
     She told me that she would always be true,
     And never do a naughty thing if I promised to [too].
     Then she told me there would be lovely days
     If I’d been the goody-goody I had promised to be.

The lyrics of the Chorus refl ect the stereotypical fears 
that a “girl” voices about her sweetheart’s behaviour away 
from home.  But Gale’s fi nal verse had an unexpected 
twist in its last line that reveals the anxiety that also 
existed in the POWs’ minds, worrying whether their wives 
or sweethearts had remained faithful to them or had 
taken up with someone else – especially the American 
servicemen who had poured into England in preparation 
for D-Day – and who, in the imagination of the POWs, 
were believed to be sex maniacs.  

     I’ve got a letter from my girl who’s waiting at home,
     She said it’s time I settled down, it’s silly to roam.
     I’ve written back to say I’ll hurry when I can,
     Provided she can prove she’s been with no other man.

Though the lyrics of Gale’s songs might be considered 
overly sentimental, they did encourage the POWs not 
to lose sight of their dream of freedom and all that it 
promised.  In addition to the many new songs he wrote 
for Nong Pladuk shows, Gale will extend his abilities as 
composer and lyrist to the creation of original revues and 
musical comedies – and as a playwright, to short dramatic 
works.  Bob Gale became one of the most creative and 
prolifi c artists on the Burma-Thai Railway. 

Charles Steel, who was in charge of the P.R.I. Canteen in 
Nong Pladuk, thought the panto had “some fi ne ‘women’ 
for the female leads” – a  comment that can only refer 
to Paul Phythian (“Cinderella”) and Basil Ferron (“Fairy 
Queen”) and not to Edward Ingram, who played the 
outrageous “Pantomime Dame” (“Ted” Ingram had been 
the producer of “The Bam Booz Lers” Concert Party in 
Chungkai back in the spring).

It may have been the benefi cial effects of Cinderella on 
the morale of the POWs that prompted the Japanese to 
allow them to form a permanent concert party at this 
point.  The boredom conditioned by confi nement could 
be deleterious to their future usefulness.  Thus the Nong 
Pladuk Concert Party was established with Lt. J.D.V. Allum 
as Offi cer in Charge.  Under Allum’s skillful leadership, 

Souvenir programme for 
Cinderella by William Wilder 
(© Anthony Wilder)



the Concert Party will become a vibrant organization 
producing show after show of original works, which will 
be a constant challenge to the performers’ imaginations 
and ingenuities.  Many of the men listed in the credits for 
Cinderella became core members of this entertainment 
unit. One of the unique features of the Nong Pladuk 
Concert Party was the fact that it incorporated former 
members of several different concert parties that had 
operated in the Changi/Singapore camps before being 
sent Up Country.  Besides, “The Harbour Lights”, these 
included “The P.O.W. Wows”, “The Optimists” and “The 
New Windmill  Players”.

1944
January, February, March 

“HARBOURED LIGHTS’

On 13 January 1944, the new offi cial concert party, “The 
Harboured Lights”, appeared for the fi rst time with Radio 
Guest Night, produced and directed by Lt. Allum.  Their 
name was not only a reference to Allum’s earlier concert 
party in Keppel Harbour (“The Harbour Lights”), but was 
also a pun on their prisoner status.  (Unless otherwise 
noted, “The Harboured Lights” will produce, and Allum 
will direct, all the shows in Camp No.1).

Allum’s goal was to produce a show every week.  In order 
to accommodate the many POWs who wanted to see a 
production, and to allow time for the entertainers to 
develop their next production, shows like Radio Guest 
Night were performed on two consecutive weeks.  As time 
went on this goal of producing one show a week became 
more diffi cult to achieve.  But the entertainers in Nong 
Pladuk – similar to those in other POW Hospital and 
Relocation Camps – were a group of resolute performers 
who would not be defeated in making sure that shows 
went on.  Only in Nong Pladuk, that determination would 
be challenged by the most disastrous events.

Radio Guest Night was a staged radio show with a cast of 
thirty-plus musicians, singers, comedians, and technical 
staff.  Following a standard radio show format, the show 
consisted of performers impersonating a series of famous 
British and American singers, comedians, and musical 
groups.  The cast is fi lled not only with performers who 
had appeared earlier in Cinderella but with new faces and 
turns. 

Basil Ferron, an Anglo-Indian, who impersonated the 
movie star, “Dorothy Lamour”, in Radio Guest Night 
became “The Harboured Lights” primary “actress”.  
Pritchard described Ferron as “a very small chap … slight 
… and could pass for a girl easily.”  Fergus Anckorn saw 
him as “a gorgeous looking Indian girl … fl ashing eyes 

and all the rest of it”.  Paul Phythian who played “Stella 
Moya”, a well-known British singer, became the leading 
‘female’ vocalist with the Orchestra.  Music for the show 
was written by Rob Gale and played by “Ace” Connolly 
and his “Kings of Swing” Orchestra.  In fact, the “Kings of 
Swing” will play for all of the shows performed in Camp 
No.1. 

Since Connolly’s Orchestra only had four musicians, 
they were constantly on the lookout for new members.  
“Whenever a new group came into the camp”, Pritchard 
observed, “they marched in the main gates, and waited 
their instructions in the middle of the camp.  Any man 
who was carrying a musical instrument was grabbed 
immediately and introduced to the Concert Party.  He 
was obviously keen, or would not still be carrying an 
instrument.”

Sgt. “Tich” Harrison was now in charge of prop 
construction.  As Allum recalled, Harrison and his 
assistant, Jock Cameron, were willing to tackle any 
request.

“Whatever was suggested by the artistes as an 
absolute ‘must’ for some scene. However improbable 
it was, somehow was built by these two stalwarts. How 
well I remember a desire to have the curtains of the 
stage properly pulled by wires as per ‘pukka’ stage!  
It was ‘Tich’ who, one night, removed the telephone 
wire linking the Nip guardroom to the Nip offi cers’ 
quarters, stripped all the rubber away and fi xed the 
curtains up before the phone was missed.   The  best 
part of it all was that the Nips congratulated us on the 
curtain system at the same time as they were searching 
for some rubber-covered telephone wire.”

With Radio Guest Night “Pritchard Publicity” makes its 
offi cial appearance as Pritchard, like Wilder, began to 
produce a series of souvenir programs for the Nong Pladuk 
shows.  (Whether Wilder produced souvenir programs 
for each show is not known as only a few of his programs 
have survived, although anecdotal evidence indicates 
that he did).  Though Pritchard claimed that his one-
man operation only produced programs as souvenirs and 
was not engaged in any advance publicity for the shows, 
Anckorn distinctly remembers that Pritchard’s programs 
were pinned up around the camp as advertisements for 
the show that was on that week.

With the scarcity of POW diaries and memoirs describing 
the entertainment in Nong Pladuk, Wilder’s and 
Pritchard’s programs (with their show titles, performance 
dates, and playbills) become, along with the interviews 
and correspondence with Pritchard and Fergus Anckorn, 



the primary documentation for reconstructing the role 
entertainment played in the life of the camp.
  
WILDER AND PRITCHARD:  A Comparison

Because so many of Norman Pritchard’s programs are 
extant, we have an opportunity to examine his graphic 
design and printmaking capabilities in some detail. 
During the next eleven months, Pritchard produced 
a series of souvenir programs all drawn, printed and 
painted by hand one at a time, which allowed for a 
wide variation in design and execution for the same 
production.  According to Pritchard’s own estimation, he 
printed approximately twenty programs for each show.  
His programs represent an extraordinary artistic output, 
produced, as they were, under increasingly extreme 
conditions with few resources.  Paper, always in short 
supply, was, Pritchard claimed, “stolen from the Jap 
Offi ce, with ink or paints similarly obtained, or scrounged 
from one source or anther.” 

Wilder’s and Pritchard’s skills in drawing, painting, and 
printmaking differed signifi cantly.  Wilder had an ability 
to draw and paint free-hand, including three-dimensional 
human fi gures, which Pritchard did not.  As a graduate 
of the Fine Art Department at Reading University before 
the war, Wilder had been heavily infl uenced as a painter 
by the work of the British artist, Walter Sickert.  This 
infl uence is evident in the artwork for his programs, which 
contain human fi gures painted in a mixed naturalistic-
impressionistic style in scenes with an implied narrative. 

Pritchard, on the other hand, had trained, as an 
architect before 
the war; therefore 
his cover designs 
are predominantly 
arrangements of 
geometrical shapes, 
strong in the use of bold 
and dynamic lines and 
lettering produced with 
the use of a straight 
edge, and, perhaps, a 
camp-made T-square.  
His program cover 
for Radio Guest 
Night (see right) 
has a simple bold 
design of a broken 
rectangular frame, which is divided diagonally by a tall 
BBC stand microphone.  The spare use of colour must 
have been Pritchard’s attempt to preserve his supply of 
inks and watercolours for the long haul.
Whereas Wilder’s program covers  (as far as we can tell 

from the few that have survived) remained similar in style, 
content and technique,  Pritchard constantly explored his 
graphic design and print-making abilities, experimenting 
with various techniques for applying his watercolours or 
inks to paper.  One of his favourite techniques was to use 
masking devices and stencils with an old toothbrush for 
spattering.

COLONEL TOOSEY TAKES COMMAND

When Col. Toosey took over command of Nong Pladuk 
from Major Gill on 16 January, there were approximately 
four thousand Allied POWs in the two camps.  But as more 
POWs were brought down to Nong Pladuk from their 
construction camps up the line, that number increased 
to over eight thousand; one third of them N.E.I. troops.  
These men became a ready supply of labourers to be sent 
back up the line on Maintenance Parties or for other 
projects.

Knowing that Nong Pladuk would eventually be a 
strategic target for the Allied long-range bombers, one 
of the fi rst actions Toosey took was to seek permission 
from Group Commandant Ebiko for the POWs to dig 
slit trenches for their protection around the base of the 
huts.  He also assured the entertainers of his support for 
weekly entertainment.  According to Pritchard, Toosey 
“did everything he could to maintain performances ... and 
said they were of immense importance.  And he said (it) 
publicly, in my hearing.”  The magician, Fergus Anckorn, 
who will arrive in Nong Pladuk from Chungkai in early 
1944, agreed.  He remembered Toosey saying, ‘“You 
know, you chaps are doing the best thing you could ever 
do.  You’re keeping the spirits up.’  And we knew we were 
doing that.” 

To insure that his entertainers had the time and energy 
necessary to produce shows for the troops, Toosey 
persuaded Ebiko to allow them to be assigned “light duty” 
work inside the camp.  But this, according to Pritchard, 
“led to some diffi culties and criticism – although it was 
generally acceptable.”

Extracted from: Captive Audiences/Captive Performers: 
Music and Theatre as Strategies for Survival on the 
Burma-Thai Railway 1942-1945 by Sears Eldredge.

The chapter appears in full (including illustrations and 
audio clips) at: http://digitalcommons.macalester.edu/
thdabooks/1/

Please note: Professor Eldredge will be a keynote speaker 
at the next Researching FEPOW History Conference in 
September 2012.

Souvenir programme for Radio 
Guest Night by Norman Pritchard 
(Courtesy of Norman Pritchard)



Search Reveals Lost Camp
Janet Jacobs

This was my second trip to Thailand and I was returning 
with a particular goal in mind – to fi nd the fi nal camp 
where my father had been held and the one in which he 
believed his life would end. 

The location of Pratchai Camp has long been a mystery 
but hours of research by Terry Manttan, general manager 
of the Thailand-Burma Railway Centre (TBRC), helped 
us fi nd it. It turned out to be just where father had said, 
near the French-Indo China (Cambodia) border, seven 
kilometres west of Saraburi. We had been looking for 
a place called Pratchai whereas, in fact, the camp was 
named after the temple, Wat Pra Phutta Chai which is 
known as Wat Pra Chai for short. 

My father, John Hamilton Wadge, was a corporal in 
the Royal Army Service Corps. “Jack”, as he was more 
commonly known, was a butcher by training who grew 
up in West Sussex and enlisted on 4 September 1939.  He 
set off on what he later referred to as his “hot holiday” in 
1941 and arrived in Singapore in January 1942. 

He was held in Changi and in October 1942 went “up 
country” with Q Party to work on the Railway. In Thailand 
they disembarked at Ban Pong station. My Dad was with 
Group 4 and was held for a time at Chungkai, but the 
group HQ was at Tarsoa where he was for a long, long 
time. He was also at Wampo (South) for the construction 
of the viaduct from its inception to completion. Here he 
worked under Captain Suzuki. They started at the Arrow 
Hill end and worked around the rock face until they 
fi nished at Krasae Cave where the railway joined up with 
a stretch that had been laid by another group working 
south.
 
At Tonchun South he experienced an horrifi c cholera 
outbreak and went almost as far as Three Pagoda Pass 
where he remembers spectacular scenery. In April ’45 
they were taken back to Wampo and then went back to 
Tamuang as it was group 4’s HQ. He always spoke about 
his fi nal camp of Wat Pra Chai as the one where the POWs 
felt there was most risk that their captors might execute 
them. 

On my fi rst visit to Thailand I travelled with Rod Beattie, 
managing director of TBRC, to some of the camps where 
my father was held. In late 1944 my father was among a 
party of about 1,500 men who worked on the Wampo-
Tavoy Road job. They crossed the river carrying most of 
their supplies by hand. The few accounts I have read are 
horrendous. My Dad lost a good mate, Robert “Budd” 
Smith, here. He went from “OK” to dead in about four 

or fi ve days with cerebral malaria and avitaminosis. It 
broke my dad’s heart as Budd had picked up a shrapnel 
injury in the battle for Singapore and lasted all that time 
and then just let go. Rod Beattie told us we were most 
likely the fi rst Europeans connected with FEPOWs who 
had ever been up the Wampo-Tavoy Road since the body 
recovery party came out in late 1945.

For our most recent visit to Thailand my husband, John, 
and I were picked up from our hotel at 5.45am on Sunday 
26 February 2011 by our minibus driver whom we learnt 
to call “Uncle”. He drove us to meet Terry at his home in 
Kanchanaburi, where his partner Thitiya (TTR) gave us 
hot tea and toast.  

We bundled back into Uncle’s van and were off on our 
trip that was to last nearly fi ve hours! Some people would 
take the highway to Bangkok and then follow another 
main road north but Terry chose to go due east from 
Kanchanaburi to Saraburi which is about 107 kilometres 
north of Bangkok and has a busy six-lane highway running 
through it. The countryside was beautiful and we had the 
opportunity to see workers tending the paddi fi elds.
 
After a few stops on the way we eventually arrived at Wat 
Pra Puttha Chai which is now part of the hilly and densely 
forested National Park. Terry had two very accurate 
maps and we found the monastery and the monk who 
is reputed to be over 100 and who could remember the 
Japanese occupation extremely well. Then we met up 
with the National Park Ranger who led us to the foot of 
Red Mountain. To an outsider it was just jungle and there 
appeared to be no way in or out but he led us off the road 
and we began to trek upwards.

Janet  in front of the cave used by the 
Japanese as a stores offi ce



My husband was very unhappy about me trying to go 
down the dip let alone then go up it but Terry led the 
way and John walked behind me to make sure I didn’t 
fall. It was quite a diffi cult climb but TTR and her young 
children, Pum and Prim, had sticks and helped to cut a 
way through for me.
 
Eventually we could see some of the bunkers built by 
POWs to store the provisions and to protect the Japanese 
from Allied aerial attack. My father and other POWs had 
hacked out the bunkers, which must have been around 
twenty feet deep and which zig-zagged through grey rock, 
using very rudimentary tools. 

This was no ordinary POW camp and was built opposite 
an already huge military base of about 5000 Japanese 
troops. The POWs provided extra labour and their remote 
location made them feel that it would be easy to dispatch 
them when the war ended. My father was convinced he 
would be shot.

On the trek up I felt very unwell. Then I realized that 
my discomfort was not physical but that I was overcome 
by great anxiety and desperation. It was as though I 
was picking up the vibrations long since left on this 
mountainside.

We saw the caves created by POWs for the Japanese. The 
biggest one was the Japanese Stores Offi ce and HQ (see 
previous page). It was just as my father had described it 
and I thought of the Japanese in there in such relative 
comfort. I also thought of those poor men working in July 
and August during the horrible heat - it was bad enough 
for me and I was there in the cooler month of February. 
They used picks and this was probably one reason why, 
when he got home, my father never bought cheap tools.

It was indeed a strange feeling to be there, to stand and 

survey the area where my father had defi nitely been and 
to be constantly reminded by the Park Ranger that this 
was indeed very hard work and that prisoners had had 
to walk back to the camp, exhausted, ill, starving. I was 
truly drained after the trek down to terra fi rma and full of 
unfamiliar feelings, the like of which I’d never felt before 
and probably won’t ever again.
 
We visited the site where the POWs slept and where 
builders are now erecting a very swish new housing 
development. We saw where the kitchens and huts had 
been. Using Terry’s map it’s very easy to imagine where 
the Japanese commandant, Captain Suzuki’s hut was - 
just as Dad had said.  Terry found the original road into 
the camp that is now gated. It all made sense and although 
we couldn’t drive down that bit we did walk a little.
 
It was time for the fi ve-hour hour journey home. The van 
stopped and I looked across at the Buddhist temple or 
“wat” and saw what my father had most defi nitely seen. 
Was this the same wat he described going in to give thanks 
for his deliverance?  The van then turned left out of the 
drive and I saw what my father had seen as a free man 
and I believe I felt some of what he must have felt too.
 
I feel “healed” in myself and I strongly believe my father 
was with me in spirit on that trek and knows I trod his 
territory. My greatest acknowledgement is to Terry who 
took it on himself to help me fi nd Pratchai Camp, for his 
hours of research which led him to the wat and the old 
monk and then to the Park Ranger, all done in his own 
free time. I have found my Holy Grail. It was like having a 
jigsaw in front of you that was almost complete. In 2010 I 
had put most of the pieces in place and felt so much better 
inside but the feeling in 2011 when I managed to fi nd that 
lost piece is indescribably wonderful. I also acknowledge 
my long-suffering husband’s part in this story, travelling 
with me to make sure I was alright. 

Camp No.1 Adam Park - Singapore’s FEPOW 
Heritage in Black and White
Jon Cooper

Overlooking the six-lane highway of Adam Road is a 
remarkable heritage site. The nineteen colonial “black 
and white” houses, built around 1928, that make up 
the Adam Park estate have been left untouched by the 
surrounding urban development. Yet sitting under the 
manicured gardens and lantern-lit gazebos is evidence of 
a more violent and poignant past.

Adam Park was the site of one of the most intensive 

periods of fi ghting in the battle for Singapore in February 
1942. It was here that men of the 1st Battalion of the 
Cambridgeshire Regiment held off repeated attacks 
by the Japanese troops from the 2nd battalion 41st 
(Fukuyama) Regiment for over three days. In so doing, 
“The Fen Tigers” became arguably the only Allied unit 
to successfully defend its allotted ground throughout the 
week-long invasion.  



A few days after the fi nal surrender the Cambridgeshires 
were marched off to Changi Prison leaving behind a scene 
of total devastation. The bungalows had been blasted by 
artillery fi re, lawns pot-marked with shell holes and slit 
trenches and the dead lying unburied where they had 
fallen. 

Sixty-nine years later, amidst the ever encroaching 
condominiums and six-lane highways, sits the Adam Park 
estate remarkably preserved and untouched. The bullets 
and cartridges lie scattered across the pristine lawns. The 
buildings are, with few exceptions, as they were in 1942. 
You can literally reach out and touch the history.

The Adam Park Project (TAPP) was born from a chance 
encounter I had with a faded heritage information board 
located, somewhat ironically, outside the Japanese 
restaurant at No.7 Adam Park, which tells of the defence 
of the estate by the Cambridgeshires and the use of the 
house by Lt Col Carpenter and his HQ staff. There was 
little more to go on except for the reference in the bottom 
left hand corner of the board to the book Battalion at War 
by Michael Moore from which the majority of the text 
had been taken. However that was all the information I 
needed to fi nd a copy of the book on the internet and a 
few weeks later I was fl icking through the comprehensive 
bibliography.

Up until then I had toured the recommended wartime 
heritage sites across the island including Fort Siloso, the 
Battlebox at Fort Canning and the Old Ford Factory with 
a growing sense of frustration. It felt like I was seeing a 
lot of “old concrete”, be it bunkers, gun emplacements 
or command centres all of which had been successfully 
bypassed by the Japanese and had not witnessed any 
major fi ghting. What I was looking for were the battlefi elds 
where the actual fi ghting took place and Adam Park 
seemed to be the ideal place to start the search. 

I quickly obtained two more published accounts 
from men who fought at Adam Park and a copy of the 
battalion’s war diary which gave a very detailed account 
of the battle. My Japanese neighbour was roped in to help 
track down the 41st Regiment’s side of the story and she 
translated the relevant passages from their regimental 
history. Everything was going splendidly; information 
on the battle was fl ooding in when a chance search on 
the Australian War Memorial’s search engine revealed a 
whole new line of enquiry. Incredibly, this immaculately 
preserved estate was not only a pivotal battlefi eld but 
it was also the site of a major POW work camp. This 
was a coup for our National Heritage Board sponsors. 
The project team spent many hours thinking of any 
comparable sites in Singapore or even South East Asia. 
Certainly there were other camps in Singapore located on 

battlegrounds but not the scene of an action as prolonged 
as this. However the discovery was of mixed blessings 
for the archaeologists as we had to work out a method to 
determine whether any World War Two artefacts came 
from a Cambridgeshire soldier or a POW. There was 
nothing for it but to open up a completely new research 
phase looking into the occupation of the estate by over 
3,000 Australians and British prisoners.  

Two months after the fall of Singapore soldiers of the 
AIF (Australian Imperial Force) and from the Gordon 
Highlanders, Leicestershires and the East Surrey 
Regiment were quartered at Adam Park as part of the 
10,000 strong work party tasked with building the 
Shinto Shrine on the shores of MacRitchie Reservoir. 
The remains of the shrine are still readily apparent in 
the landscape today, all be it hidden under the secondary 
forestation within the MacRitchie Nature Reserve. But 
that’s material for another project!

The POWs made the best of a bad job in turning the 
bombed-out buildings into reasonable living quarters 
housing more than 250 men at each address. The buildings 
had been left standing empty since the battle. They were 
naturally in a poor state of repair; the roofs were smashed 
in by shellfi re, the water supply and sewers had been 
destroyed and over 30 bodies had been left unburied 
around the gardens. But with few Japanese on site to 
worry about and as long as there were the allotted amount 
of men sent to work each day, the POWs were left to sort 
out their own accommodation. The camp Commanding 
Offi cer, Lieutenant Colonel R.F. Oakes AIF, and his staff 
created a military barracks with the range of amenities 
one might expect in a camp back home. Within two weeks 
the sanitation and electricity was restored and the lads 
returned to showers and hot chow, all be it primarily 
rice, each night served from the kitchens attached to each 

Medical orderlies from the 2/10 Field Ambulance Unit 
lived at 18 Adam Park  after the surrender. The POW 
graveyard was in the front garden and Allan Lenz’s 
name plaque was found at the bottom of the banking



house. There was a surgery run by Major Hugh Rayson 
and the 2/10 Field Ambulance unit, Captain Finimore’s 
dental surgery, a Chinese run canteen, orderly room with 
its own ‘cell’, The Captain’s House (offi cer’s mess), the 
“Tivoli” theatre with a 40-strong orchestra and cast and 
the ubiquitous camp chapel. There were even seven-a-
side rugby league pitches set up on the old tennis courts. 

It was the chapel that was of particular interest to 
the research team as we felt that this one building 
represented the heart of the camp. An Australian POW 
called Robert Mitchell of the 8th Division Signals had 
taken his new-found interest in artwork and sketching 
with him to the camp and had past his time drawing his 
surroundings. Eight sketches, secretly hidden away in 
a false compartment in his haversack, made it through 
his imprisonment. One image in particular was of great 
importance as it showed the bombed-out ruins of a two- 
storey, “black and white” house at Adam Park which 
according to the title housed the canteen and chapel. 
Robert had also drawn the inside of the chapel showing 
the murals and lay-out of the altar from which we were 
able to determine which room the chapel was located in. 
All we had to do was fi nd the house and maybe we could 
reveal the hidden murals! Unfortunately, there are fi ve of 
these so called “Class 1” houses on the estate all of similar 
design and Robert had failed to note the house number. 
From talking to the veterans and reading through 
the POW diaries we managed to exclude one house 
altogether and prioritised the remaining four. We then 
set about hiring a team of architects who were given the 
task of identifying the house from the picture by looking 
for the signs of a post-war rebuild and then to take an 
infra red camera to the walls to see if the murals were 
still behind the paint work. Unfortunately, the results 
have been inconclusive and now the money has run out. 
The location of the chapel remains a tantalising mystery.

We did have better luck however locating the camp 
cemetery. Medical records held in the Australian War 
Memorial suggested only eight prisoners died in the 
nine months of captivity at Adam Park Camp. This was a 
surprisingly small number bearing in mind the conditions 
the men were working and living in. However, it was later 
discovered that many of the sick men were returned to 
Changi. When we reviewed the AIF’s Grave Record Cards 
for the cemetery we were amazed to discover that at least 
39 plots were scattered around the Adam Park camp. This 
number we concluded included the temporary resting 
places of many of the corpses found when the Australians 
arrived. The cards also revealed the location of the POW 
cemetery; on sloping ground in the garden of No.18 Adam 
Park and the 2/10 Field Ambulance veterans confi rmed 
the site was at the front of their accommodation. All the 
men laid to rest there were reburied at the Kranji War 

Cemetery after the war.

Then I spotted an incredible coincidence. Out of the 
three Grave Record Cards we had for Adam Park, two 
men, Pte Lawrence Brown and Stoker Frederick Grey 
had died within a day of each other. They were naturally 
buried side by side at No. 18 and they now lie at Kranji 
with only a single plot between them. However what 
was even more remarkable is that both men had listed 
their next-of-kin address as being from Footscray in 
Victoria and had apparently lived in adjoining suburbs! 
We contacted the local history society who confi rmed 
the facts and then we ran the story in the local paper. A 
week later Stoker Grey’s niece contacted us and handed 
in a letter written by a Pte Buckley of the 2/10 Field 
Ambulance who had laid Fred in the ground and made 
the cross that adorned his grave at Adam Park. We can 
only speculate that as these two men lay on their death 
beds they may have shared comforting last moments 
recalling happier days in their home town.

The interviews with Adam Park veterans also revealed 
another signifi cant feature. Pte Lloyd Ellerman, also of 
8th Division Signals, recalled his days of living under 
No.3 Adam Park and mentioned that he had hidden a 
radio, in a hole scratched into the concrete fl oor. He had 
covered the hide with a lead-lined ice cooler fi lled with 
heavy books. However the cooler had a false bottom and 
this enabled Lloyd and his colleagues to easily access 
the set and listen into the BBC most evenings. Lloyd’s 
passing comment was that the hole may still be there 
today… and sure enough it is. A suitable new patch of 
concrete can be found up against the rear wall of the 
under-fl oor space approximately the right dimensions 
according to Lloyd’s recollection. It is unlikely that the 
radio still lies beneath the new concrete, never the less 
the fact that the man and the feature can be linked after 
all this time is remarkable.

But perhaps the ultimate thrill in fi nding, identifying 
and researching a single item is when an artefact can be 
linked to an individual. A very muddy and uninspiring 
metal plaque was found in the front garden of No.18 
and simply added to the collection of fi nds to be cleaned 
without a second glance. However on closer inspection 
it became clear that item was an engraved piece of 
worked brass or tin. It was clearly a man-made object as 
the fi nishing was rough and ready. The size and location 
near the POW cemetery fi rst suggested that this item 
was a name plaque for a grave marker. If so it should at 
least bear the name, rank and number of the deceased. 
Careful cleaning indeed revealed the name “AFH Lenz” 
but a quick review of the Common Wealth War Graves’ 
Roll of Honour revealed that no such man died in 
Singapore. Then a chance search of the Sydney Morning 



Roberts Barracks Revisited
Brian Spittle

Ann and I were standing on Changi Beach looking out 
toward Pulau Tekong where my father had been posted 
just before the invasion of Singapore. It was dusk and 
the beach was fi lling up with families out for a walk or 
preparing picnic dinners.  Nearby a woman was frying 
bananas in a wok.
“Excuse me, but are you from around here?” 
I had not noticed the young man approach me. The 

broad grin on his face indicated just how obvious the 
answer must have been; quite possibly we were the only 
westerners on Changi Beach that evening.  What were we 
doing so far away from Singapore’s famed shopping malls 
and Marina Bay Sands casino?  I explained that my father 
had been a prisoner of war at Changi and that we had 
come to see the place for ourselves.  A look of amazement 
quickly turned to one of anguish.  “Was he…?  Did he…?”  

Herald revealed the names of AIF men that had been 
reported missing in Singapore and had subsequently 
returned safely home. Amongst the names was Pte Allan 
Francis Henry Lenz of the 2/10 Field Ambulance who 
had returned to Mortlake in New South Wales. Why he 
had made this plaque will remain a mystery as Allan 
passed away in 2001. 

The Shinto Shrine was completed in the autumn of 
1942 and the men were then moved out of Adam Park.  
The fi rst to go were the British contingent who left on 
23rd October 1942 for Ban Pong. The Australians were 
moved along to the neighbouring Sime Road Camp after 
Christmas. However, Adam Park was not completely 
devoid of POWs. Records show that in 1945 the Allies 
found over 200 Australians attached to the X8 and X4 
Tunnelling parties in accommodation at Adam Park. 

Life at Adam Park for the POWs was by all accounts 
relatively comfortable and many veterans look back 
at their time there as being the most pleasant. In 
comparison to what was to transpire in the hell holes 
along the Thai-Burma Railway then certainly the nine 
months of captivity on the estate must have seemed like 
a veritable Shangri-La. However this should in no way 
belittle the importance of understanding the workings 
of the Adam Park camp as it was the life here that 
conditioned the men for their trials “up country”. The 
efforts the offi cers and men put in to running the show 
at Adam Park ensured the survival of many in the years 
to come and it is therefore imperative for us to learn as 
much as we can about what went on in the estate.

Our project is now drawing to a close as time and money 
are running out. Our collection of artefacts includes 
POW tools, boots, buttons, buckles and ammunition 
crates. We have an assortment of over 400 bullets and 
cartridges as well as more personal items including a 
Cambridgeshire collar badge. We have yet to determine 
the exact lay-out of the POW camp; our chapel is still 
to be discovered, but we hope the project will inspire 

further work and who knows, TAPP2 may reveal those 
illusive murals.

Our aim, to assess the potential for battlefi eld archaeology 
in Singapore, has, I believe, been met. Adam Park is an 
amazing site of World War Two heritage in Singapore 
which up until now has been sadly overlooked. The 
estate was not only the scene of an epic military action 
but also the location of a little-known facet of the FEPOW 
story. We have demonstrated that amidst the urban 
sprawl of modern day Singaporean suburbia, history, 
especially World War Two history, is still very much in 
the landscape. You just have to reach out and touch it.

TAPP is a collaborative venture between the Singapore 
Heritage Society, the National University of Singapore 
and Jon Cooper, a graduate from the Centre for 
Battlefi eld Archaeology at Glasgow University. It is 
backed fi nancially in part by the National Heritage 
Board. If you would like to know more about the project 
or have any further information about the Adam Park 
POW camp contact Jon at:
jonalicooper@googlemail.com 

A Cambridgeshires collar badge found at No.8 Adam 
Park. As the men were wearing khaki drill shirts in 
combat it may have been a keepsake



He struggled to fi nd the words but they would not come.  
No, I was able to reassure him, my father had survived.  
“It was a very bad time,” he said, shaking his head.  “And 
this place, too?” I ventured, gesturing to the beach.  “You 
mean Sook Ching?” he asked, wide-eyed.  There was no 
holding him back then.  It was a brief and entirely random 
encounter on the other side of the world.  But by the time 
we parted we were shaking hands warmly.  “You have 
come a long way to be at this place,” he said as he held 
onto my hand.  It was not meant to be a statement of the 
obvious, of course, or at least only partly that.  He knew 
what until that moment I had only dimly realized; that 
this was a trip of multiple distances.  

I cannot say for sure at what point I decided to visit 
Singapore. I wrote a piece on my father’s experience as 
a POW in the November 2009 issue of the Researching 
FEPOW History newsletter.  Certainly by that time I had 
decided that I must see the place that had loomed so large 
in my imagination over the years, especially after starting 
to work through the notes my father had made in captivity.  
But even then I did not have concrete plans.  Singapore 
was rather a long way away from my home in Chicago, 
after all.  I suppose I thought that it was the sort of trip 
I would make in retirement; a commitment certainly, 
but a vague one for all that.  In the end the timing was at 
least partly decided by our 25th wedding anniversary. We 
had already talked about doing something “big” for that 
though I have to say we weren’t entirely sure about the 
symbolism of marking a quarter of a century of wedded 
bliss by visiting a former POW camp.  And then Ann 
hit on the inspired idea of a further week in Bali.  That 
effectively settled it.

I will try to avoid repeating what I wrote in the newsletter 
beyond some of the basic points.  My father had been a 
POW in Singapore throughout the Japanese occupation.  
Prior to the war he had worked fi rst as a laboratory 
assistant at the Imperial Institute of Entomology in 
Farnham Royal and then as a sanitary inspector in 
Slough.  He was called up in 1941 and trained to do 
anti-malarial work with the Royal Army Medical Corps 
(RAMC).  Following the surrender he was assigned to 
Roberts Hospital.  He essentially followed the movement 
of the hospital fi rst to Selerang and then to Kranji.  
Throughout his captivity he occupied himself by making 
detailed notes on camp sanitation and tropical diseases 
as well as lectures he had attended and books he had 
read.  As an avid ornithologist, and with the assistance 
of several other POW, he conducted a year-long study of 
the birds in the camp which was published after the war 
in the Bulletin of the Raffl es Museum.  For the past two 
or three years I have been gradually going through these 
notes and have incorporated some of them into a blog, 
Changi Notes, which can be found at

 http://bspittle.wordpress.com/.

I grew up in England but moved to the United States in 
the mid-1970s.  I knew even as a very young child that my 
father had been a prisoner of war under the Japanese.  
Indeed, it was something that weighed heavily on me even 
then caught as I was between my father’s post- captivity 
anxieties and my mother’s protectiveness.  It was a part of 
his life - and so by extension ours - that was often alluded 
to but rarely talked about.  This space (another distance?) 
between what was sensed and yet never understood must 
be a familiar one to children and other family members 
of POW.  

My father died in 2004.  Towards the end of his life we 
managed a few conversations about his time in Singapore. 
That they were indeed few and far between had as much 
to do with my own reticence as his.  When the subject 
did come up he seemed perfectly able to talk about it and 
indeed see it in perspective.  That he downplayed the 
darker side of his experience was only partly clear to me 
at the time.  The story, as he preferred to tell it, had taken 
on an almost comic aspect. There he was minding his 
own business and before he knew it he was on a boat to 
Singapore; not that this had been its intended destination 
apparently, nor that anyone knew what to do with him 
once he got there.  He arrived just in time for the invasion 
of Malaya.  Moving from camp to camp for a few weeks 
- he never did fi nd the RAMC - he attached himself to 
the Argylls for a while and was eventually “invited” to do 
something about the mosquitoes on Pulau Tekong and at 
the Pengerang battery on the Johore mainland shuttling 
conspicuously between the two by outboard motor boat 
under what he supposed must have been the incredulous 
eyes of the Japanese.  As I say, we talked about these 
things during the last year or two of his life.  Yet when the 
British government had announced in 2000 that it was 
going to pay £10,000 to surviving FEPOWs, he had been 
acutely distressed. “Why do they have to keep bringing 
that up?” he implored and at fi rst refused to complete the 
application. It was some weeks before my mother was 
able to coax him into doing so.

I am not at all sure what he would have thought of my 
going to Singapore.  Or for that matter what he would 
have thought about my sifting through the 1,500 or more 
pages of notes I discovered in the attic after he died.  Not 
only had he buried them at Changi and Kranji to avoid 
detection; he had also kept them hidden for the next six 
decades of his life as well.  Perhaps he always intended 
for me to fi nd them; certainly they had been carefully 
preserved. But that is just one more speculation among 
many.  The fact is that despite the notes and the wider 
reading I have done over the past few years, and despite all 
the conversations with others in the researching FEPOW 



community, I still know very little about my father’s 
experience and what he thought about it. The irony of 
course is that I am only now aware of the questions that 
should have been asked long ago.

This same lack of knowledge shaped my planning for the 
trip.  Where to go and what to see?  I knew that we would 
not be able to visit Pulau Tekong as it is now a military 
training facility.  I also knew that nothing remained of 
the camp at Kranji.  But what of Changi?  My father had 
made drawings of the camp and to some extent it was 

possible to superimpose them on contemporary maps; 
but only up to a point.  And of course the whole area had 
been transformed by the airport and other developments.   
Still, there were some things we knew we wanted to do.  
We wanted to spend time exploring the city - the old 
civic district as well as other areas - and opted to do that 
fi rst.  I had also made contact with Wang Luan Keng, 
the education offi cer at Raffl es Museum (now part of the 
National University of Singapore).  I was amazed to fi nd 
that she was familiar with my father’s article and that was 
still referred to by Singapore ornithologists even today.  I 
had also come into contact with Peter Chan who blogs on 
the Singapore of his childhood and other matters having 
to do with the development of the island.   Finally, we had 
been able to schedule time to meet with Jeya, Director of 
Changi Museum.  That was about the extent of our plan.

That this was not the stuff of conventional Singapore 
tourism was evident soon enough.  “Do you need directions 
to the mall?” asked the receptionist as we checked into 
our fi rst hotel. “Goodness, no,” I replied. “We thought 
we might nip up to Fort Canning.”   Her puzzlement 

-professionally channeled into the merest fl icker of the 
eyelids - was clearly profound.  The next day brought a 
similar experience.  Standing by Anderson Bridge I found 
myself among a small crowd of tourists jostling for the 
best view.  It took me a few minutes before I realized that 
I was the only one photographing the bridge.

The cab ride from The Padang to Changi Village takes 
no time at all; a far cry from the trek made by the POW 
in February 1942.  I had rehearsed the drive many times 
and had often wondered what my feelings would be.  But 
then suddenly we were there.  Perhaps I was distracted 
by the hotel’s dazzling exterior; certainly I was a little 
preoccupied rummaging for passports and other travel 
documents.  Either way, it was only when we got to our 
room and I walked over to the window that it fi nally sank 
in.  So this is where my father had been.  The view is now 
of a golf course, but that little detail and a few others aside 
it’s of a landscape he would have known well. 

There would be other moments like this.  It was mid-
afternoon when we arrived in Changi Village so we 
decided to take a walk and get a sense of the place.  
Turning up the hill past the golf course entrance we 
quickly came across a large and apparently abandoned 
building partly hidden by the trees.  It would have been 
easy to miss the sign for Changi Hospital in faded black 
lettering high up on the wall.  It had been built during the 
1930s as part of the larger military complex that had been 
established throughout the Changi area. Continuing along 
Hendon Road we came across other similarly designed 
buildings; half a dozen or more of them.  Could they be 
part of the old Kitchener Barracks?  And if so, what of 
Roberts Barracks? That was where the hospital for the 
POWs had been established after the fall of Singapore 
and where my father spent his fi rst eighteen months or so 
of captivity, both as an RAMC orderly and patient.  It had 
never seriously dawned on me that it still existed.  Quite 
suddenly I was overcome by a new sense of urgency. If 

Map drawn by Jack Spittle. The date is 
uncertain, but probably towards the end 
of captivity 

One of the Kitchener Barracks buildings near Changi 
Village 



any part of the old Roberts hospital was still standing I 
had to see it.

This, as we quickly discovered, was not so easy.  Roberts 
Barracks, or what is left of it, is now part of Changi Air 
Force Base.  The road to Selarang runs alongside the 
perimeter of the base and as we took the bus down 
to the Changi Museum we couldn’t help noticing the 
security signs prohibiting photography (among other 
things) hanging from the wire fencing.  It didn’t look 
promising.  But it was Jeya who told us that there might 
be a possibility.  One of the Roberts buildings, Block 151, 
housed the Changi Murals and so had been preserved. 
While it was not open to the public, the Ministry of 
Defense sometimes allowed families of former POWs to 
visit it.  He was careful not to raise our hopes too high - 
permission was not exactly routine - but it was worth a 
try.

The story of the murals is a remarkable one but I had 
never paid much attention to it.  Even now, it was not 
that that excited me.  For Block 151 had also housed the 
dysentery ward of the hospital.  That is precisely where 
my father had been.

To cut what at the time seemed to be an agonizingly long 
story short, permission was granted.  In fact, my contact 
at the Ministry of Defense bent over backwards to ensure 
that we were able to schedule a visit on one of the two 
days left to us before leaving Singapore.  The armed 
forces are not generally organized to entertain visitors, 
after all.  Identities had to be established and verifi ed, 
a car had to be hired and vetted (no taxis allowed) and 
appropriate military escorts provided for.  This was all 
done with breathtaking Singaporean effi ciency, however, 
and at the appointed hour - well, at the appointed minute 
- we were greeted at the west security gate of the Changi 
Air Force base by our contact at the Ministry of Defense 
and a minor phalanx of military minders.  

Once again, there was little time to gather my thoughts 
and feelings but as we followed the escort vehicle into 
the interior of the base the landscape started to open 
up.  Quite possibly it wouldn’t have looked so different 
seventy years ago.  And then we saw it, a lone building 
on a slight rise ahead and fl anked by trees on either side: 
Block 151.  

I have tried to describe what happened next in my blog.  
I’m afraid that I barely heard the words of our guide as he 
described the history of the murals; I was too intent on 
taking in the surroundings, too intent on imagining other 
voices from all those years ago and yes, too intent on 
summoning my father’s presence in that room. However, 
he would have spent more time in other parts of the 

building and they were all off limits, as were the general 
surroundings where he had made his notes on latrines, 
anti-malarial drains and Otway pits.  In the end, I was as 
close as I could get but it was not close enough.  That was 
all I could think of as we drove away but as the day wore 
on I started to see it differently.  I wouldn’t say I came 
away with a sense of closure exactly; in any case I am not 
sure what that would mean.  But it was something similar, 
perhaps, and certainly something deeply satisfying.  We 
had done what we had come to do and far more than we 
thought would be possible.

There had been much else, of course.  The visit to Kranji 
had been a profoundly moving experience though again 
what was there now, the war cemetery, was not the reason 
I had come.  Our day with Luan from the Raffl es Museum 
represented something else again.  I had brought a small 
sample of my father’s bird notes to show her.  As she held 
the fragile pages in her hands and exclaimed over what 
they contained, I could not help be aware of connections 
long broken but now re-established.   The man I had met 
on Changi Beach would have understood this perfectly.  I 
had indeed come a long way to be in this place.

Inside Block 151, one of the Changi Murals



Book News
The Barbed-Wire University, 
The Real Lives of Allied 
Prisoners of War in the Second 
World War. 

Midge Gillies  is editor of this 
newsletter and her father was 
captured by the Germans in Italy. His 
experiences provide an interesting, 

affectionate but unsentimental way into various themes.

This  extremely well written, impressive book is a POW 
history with a difference: instead of  revisiting the usual 
themes of POW escapes in Europe and POW suffering 
in the Far East, the focus is a detailed exploration, 
indeed celebration, of POW creativity, ingenuity and  
inventiveness with the brutal realities of war and captivity 
never far from the surface.  

Red Cross parcels provide a surprisingly interesting 
analysis which includes the ingenious use of string and 
empty tins and the importance of cigarettes. Deprived 
of any certainty of such parcels, Far East POWs needed 
to seek practical solutions to combat vitamin defi ciency: 
they became “skilled farm hands, ingenious cooks and 
wily thieves.”

POWs in Europe include the future actors Clive Dunn, 
Sam Kydd and Denholm Elliott. Ambitious dramatic 
productions, plays, concerts and reviews raised morale 
and  gave some relief to the tedium of POW camps in 
Europe and the terrible deprivation of Far East camps. It 
seems that the worse the camp, the more ambitious the 
production. 

There are good sections on bird watching, art and 

photography and sport. Professional footballers, 
cricketers and rugby internationals were among the 
POWs.

The contribution of Malayan Volunteer POWs in the area 
of disease avoidance, medical treatment, knowledge of 
local languages and the setting up of rubber factories is 
acknowledged with mention of   John Clemetson, planter 
Duncan Paterson,  Freemason Harry Wylie and the 
Raffl es lecturers of “Changi University.” Libraries, book 
swaps  and “brains trusts” provided much needed  mental 
stimulus. Frank Bell set up the “Kuching University” in 
the unpromising location of Batu Lintang camp.

Among those extensively interviewed is Nowell Peach, 
an RAF Medical offi cer who worked in Java with Weary 
Dunlop. He memorised Gray’s Anatomy in three months 
and became a great surgical improviser using such 
apparently unpromising materials as bamboo and scraps 
of rubber.

Other FEPOW contributors include a number of friends 
of the Researching FEPOW History Conference: magician 
Fergus Anckorn, engineer James Wakefi eld and artist 
Jack Chalker whose drawings refl ect compassion for 
the suffering of others and an awareness of how illness 
invades the human body.  The work of  Ronald Searle is 
also explored.

A fascinating, substantial book and an important 
contribution to POW history.

Jonathan Moffatt

The Barbed-Wire University, The Real Lives of Allied Prisoners 
of War in the Second World War. Aurum Press, price £25.

The Sumatra Railroad: 
Final Destination Pakan Baroe, 
1943-1945

The Thai-Burma Railroad is of course 
the best known engineering project of 
World War Two Allied imprisonment, 
but there was a lesser-known and 
poorly documented “other” railway.  

This was the Sumatra Railway, built south across the 
island of Sumatra from Pakon Baroe (or Pakenbaroe), 
then west to join an existing railroad (a distance of about 
220Km).  The purpose was to move Japanese troops 
and also to transport coal, though neither function were 
effectively realised.  Work began in 1943, after completion 
of the Thai-Burma Railroad, and continued slowly right 

up to the end of the war.  The project was run on similar 
lines to the Thai-Burma railway construction – it was 
directed by Japanese engineers, and run by Imperial 
Japanese Army (IJA) soldiers with Korean guards.  As 
well as the POW workforce of about 5,000 (mostly Dutch, 
with some British and Australian), there were some 
30,000 local forced-labour “coolies”.  Conditions were 
predictably bad, with inadequate food of poor quality, 
multiple tropical diseases, shortage of medical supplies, 
and extreme overwork.  Many (especially amongst the 
local workforce) died.

There has been little attention paid by historians to the 
Sumatra Railroad, with Henk Hovinga’s book being the 
only real defi nitive account.  Recently released is a revised 
5th edition of this book, which is the fi rst in English.  It 



Prize for Dutch account of 
Burma-Thai Railway

Lost Track, A Search Along the Burma-
Thailand Railway 65 Years Later by 
Raoul Kramer, with a contribution by 
Dutch FEPOW, Felix Bakker, has won 

contains new illustrations and accounts of what Hovinga 
describes as this “forgotten drama”, and deserves a place 
on any FEPOW bookshelf.

The book begins with an account of the tragic irony of the 
completion of the line, and the ceremonial hammering 
in of the last spike by a Japanese offi cer.  This happened 
on 15 August 1945, the same day that the Japanese 
surrendered to the Allies.  This fact was unknown to both 
the Japanese and POWs present, such was the remoteness 
of the project, and it was not until some two weeks later 
that the surrender was confi rmed.

The book then describes the background to the project, 
and the origins geographically of the predominantly 
Dutch workforce, a number of whom had survived 
torpedo attacks on transport ships.  There are plenty of 
illustrations, both photographic and contemporary line 
drawings, as well as fi rst-hand oral history accounts.  The 
initiation and progress of the “Railway through the Mud” 
is then described in great detail.  There are fascinating 
parallels with the Thai/Burma Railway – in particular 
the meticulous military organisation of the POW camps, 
covert dealing and smuggling with local traders to 
improve food supply, and the raising of morale amongst 
POWs by entertainment and pastoral support and care.

The level of historical detail is remarkable throughout – 
the original drawings and maps in particular bring the 
experience very much alive, as do the carefully worked-in 
interview extracts.  One illustration, for example, is of a 
“list of penalties for all transgressions”, kept by Lt. Vernik 
of Camp 1.

At the end is a list of endnotes (though for a book of 
such details, these are relatively few), as well as a full 
bibliography, list of reports and interviews etc, summary 
chronology, translated local words, and index.

Henk Hovinga has produced a hugely important book, 
and can be warmly congratulated.  Its translation into 
English is very welcome, and for this thanks are due 
to Bernard Walters, a former Sumatra Railway POW 
himself.  In a fascinating “Note from the Translator”, 
Walters records that this translation work was “in honour 
and remembrance of his comrades who perished in their 
ordeal”.

 Professor Geoff Gill,
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine

The Sumatra Railroad:Final Destination Bakan Baroe, 1943-
1945. Koninklyk Instituut Voor Taal Land, price £25.

Unbroken, An Extraordinary 
True Story of Courage and 
Survival 

Unbroken opens with US Army Air 
Forces bombardier and Olympic 
runner Louie Zamperini fl oating on a 
raft somewhere in the Pacifi c. He and 
his fellow crewman are drifting deep 

into Japanese water after their B24-Liberator crashed 
due to engine failure in May 1943. 

Zamperini survived attacks by sharks and a passing 
Japanese plane that strafed them only to be picked up by 
the enemy after forty-six days at sea. He was held fi rst at 
Kwajalein on the Pacifi c Marshall Islands and then taken 
to Ofuna interrogation centre in Japan, Omori (just 
outside Tokyo) and fi nally Naoetsu on the north coast. 

His status as a world famous athlete almost certainly 
saved him from execution. 

Hillenbrand, whose previous bestseller told the story of 
the 1930s racehorse Seabiscuit, describes Zamperini’s 
post-war struggle to come to terms with his captivity – 
particularly the brutality he suffered at the hands of the 
notorious guard, Mutsuhiro Watanabe, known as “The 
Bird”. Ill health meant that Hillenbrand interviewed her 
subject for over seventy hours by phone, rather than 
face-to-face. Nevertheless, she brings him vividly to 
life and tells his story with a style that is sometimes as 
breathless as one of Seabiscuit’s races.

Midge Gillies 

Unbroken, An Extraordinary True Story of Courage and Survival 

by Laura Hillenbrand, Fourth Estate, London, 2011, £20.

second prize in the Dutch documentary photography 
competition, “The Dutch Doc Awards”. The panel of 
international judges awarded it a Jury Special Mention. 
The prize celebrates the best of Dutch documentary 
photography. 
The book is available from: http://neolux.info,
price €25.



James Tinker Wakefi eld (1915-2011)
166464 – 2nd Lieutenant – Royal Engineers

It is with great sadness that we announce the death of 
James Wakefi eld who was captured in Hong Kong and 
who spent the war in Shamshuipo, Argyle Street (N) and 
Shamshuipo (N) camps. 

Jim was born near Hyde in Cheshire and gained a 
scholarship to Manchester Grammar School. Before the 
war he worked in a design offi ce and studied structural 
engineering at a night class. He discovered a talent for 
languages whilst he was a FEPOW and took lessons in 
Cantonese from fellow prisoner, KMA Barnett while 
he was at Argyle Street. One of his fi rst lessons was to 
translate the label on a tin of soya sauce. 

At the end of the war he was asked, with other former 
POWs who had become fl uent in Cantonese, to help 
form the fi rst post-war government in Hong Kong and 
he settled there with his wife, Emily Hurst. He rose to 
the position of Commissioner of Labour and ended his 
career as Senior Offi cer in the Secretariat. 

Obituary

Those who were fortunate enough to interview him 
about his experiences as a FEPOW were usually treated 
to a piece of his home-made apple cake and a few lines 
of Confucius which he repeated in the original Chinese. 

Jim attended several FEPOW conferences. He made the 
long journey by car from his home in Dorset and always 
arrived in good spirits and looking dapper. He will be 
sadly missed.

Jim Wakefi eld at the
2010 RFH Conference
photo credit: Julie Summers

We warmly congratulate Rod Beattie on the award he has 
received in the Queen’s Birthday Honours list. 

Rod, managing director of The Thailand-Burma Railway Centre and curator 
of the Commonwealth War Graves Commission cemeteries in Kanchanaburi 
and Chungkai, has been awarded the Order of Australia Medal. He is a 
familiar face at our conferences and has worked tirelessly to help researchers 
and families trying to fi nd out more about their relatives’ time as a POW. 

Rod Beattie at the
2010 RFH Conference
photo credit: Julie Summers

Capt Nelson’s Changi POW camp Bureau of 
Record & Enquiry papers discovered at the 
National Archives (TNA).

Th anks to the eff orts of Keith Andrews, a large 

part of the missing Bureau of Record and Enquiry 

documents, compiled by Capt David Nelson and 

the Bureau of Record and Enquiry in Changi POW 

Stop Press
camp, has fi nally surfaced at TNA. Th ey were part 

of a release of papers to TNA in April this year. 

Keith has spent the last couple of months trying 

to determine what new information these records 

hold. For more information see:

http://www.researchingfepowhistory.org.uk/news/

stories/news30july2011.html

We will run a full article in our next newsletter.

Queen’s Birthday Honours



Editor’s Comment

I am happy to receive suggestions for articles or indeed to consider articles submitted for future editions of the 
RFH newsletter.  In particular we would like to carry stories about areas perhaps less well known than Thailand-
Burma. Do contact me if you have any ideas.          
                          
                 Midge Gillies

Chairman: Meg Parkes
mm.parkes@talktalk.net

Secretary: Sarah Edwards                                                      
sarah@researchingfepowhistory.org.uk

Treasurer: Mike Parkes                                                       
mike.parkes@talktalk.net
 

Committee

Newsletter Editor: Midge Gillies
midgegillies@btopenworld.com; 
asst editor: Sarah Edwards

Conference Coordinators: Keith Andrews,
Martin Percival and Stephen Rockcliffe

Postal address for correspondence: Meg Parkes, 
34 Queen’s Road, Hoylake, Wirral, CH47 2AJ


